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disassembled back into packets each of them to go to its own
destination. It should be noted that the ingress and egress nodes
in this connection can perform as core nodes in another
connection setup, i.e. the functions are assigned logically.

Abstract— A performance analysis of a core node in an OBS
network having wavelength converters in the node resources is
presented. The analysis assumes that the wavelength converters
are deployed at the input ports of the node such that the node
may have variable wavelength conversion capability. This means
that the node may have no, partial or full conversion capability.
The no and partial wavelength conversion is imitated by
modeling each output port in the node as an M/M/w/w queue with
limited server accessibility. Two performance measures are
derived from the model; namely, the steady state throughput and
the average burst loss probability assuming Poisson traffic
arrivals. In addition, a simulation work is performed in order to
validate the results of our proposed model. After taking into
consideration the cost of the wavelength converters, optimum
values for the wavelength conversion capability in the node,
which lead to minimum burst loss probability, are reached for
different traffic conditions.

Generally, the main idea beyond all OBS protocols is the
separation between the data and control planes. Thus, the
control packet (header) will be on a separate channel, called the
control channel, while the data burst (payload) is sent on one of
the data channels. The key concept in OBS is that each control
packet is sent by the ingress node prior to its corresponding
data burst by an offset time sufficient enough to eliminate the
need of optical buffers in the subsequent core nodes.
Considering the reservation protocols proposed for OBS
networks in previous literature, the two most common are JustIn-Time reservation protocol (JIT) [5], [6] and Just-EnoughTime reservation protocol (JET) [1], [2]. Both are one-way
reservation protocols where the control packet carries
information about the upcoming burst. Briefly, the control
packet is sent prior to the data burst by some offset time to
reserve appropriate resources, if available, after the processing
of the control packet at the core node and configure the
switching fabric to route the upcoming data burst to the
destined output port.

Keywords-component; Optical Burst Switching (OBS); Optical
Circuit Switching (OCS); Optical Packet Switching (OPS); Just-InTime (JIT); Just-Enough-Time (JET); Equilibrium Point Analysis
(EPA) .

I.

INTRODUCTION

Optical Burst Switching (OBS) is a new switching
paradigm that can support bursty traffic introduced by upper
layer protocols or high end user applications. OBS can be
considered as the gate through which the envisaged realm of
all-optical internet will be realized by implementing IP
software directly over WDM optical layer (IP/WDM). The
idea of burst switching, first proposed by researchers in [1]
and [2], emerges to combine the best of both OCS and OPS.
The burst is the basic switching unit in OBS networks. The
variability in the burst length from being as short as a packet
to being as long as a session puts OBS as an intermediate
solution between OCS and OPS.
The OBS network architecture; as fully illustrated in [4],
simply comprises of three parts; the ingress nodes, the core
network and the egress nodes. The ingress node is the node at
which the aggregation process of packets takes place to form a
burst, which is considered the basic switching unit in the OBS
network. The core network is the part that contains the
intermediate nodes (core nodes) that have the function of
forwarding the burst along a certain route until reaching its
destination egress node. At the egress node, the burst is
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The two main differences between JET and JIT are the time
of reservation and the release mechanism of the resources. In
JIT, the reservation of the core node resources is done
immediately after the processing of the control packet, while
the release of the core node resources is performed explicitly
using a release packet sent on the control channel. On the other
hand, the control packet in JET contains information about the
time of arrival of the data burst to the node, so the resource
reservation can be made immediately prior to the burst arrival,
i.e. delayed reservation. The control packet also contains
information about the burst length, so the release is performed
implicitly when the burst departs the node. To make the
proposed model valid to be used for both JIT and JET
protocols, it is obligatory to compensate for the difference
between the two reservation schemes applied in both protocols.
This difference can be modeled as an artificial increase in the
burst length in the case of the JIT protocol whereas no increase
is introduced to the actual burst length in the case of JET
protocol.
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T major prooblem in suchh networks iss the unaccepptable
The
burst dropping probability
p
duue to contenttion between two
conttrol packets which may occuur while reserrving resourcees for
theirr ensuing dataa bursts. Varioous techniquess were proposed in
prevvious work foor contention resolution too reduce the burst
droppping probabiility; one off which is thhe availabilitty of
waveelength convverters in thee resources of
o the core node.
n
Avaiilability of wavelength
w
c
conversion
inn the core node
resouurces may take
t
either two
t
forms; one is the Full
Wavvelength Convversion (FWC
C); while the other
o
is the Partial
Wavvelength Convversion (PWC). In FWC, a burst arrivingg at a
certaain wavelengthh channel cann be switched onto
o
any otherr idle
waveelength channnel towards its destination. FWC
F
reduces burst
droppping probabillities significaantly compareed with the caase of
No Wavelength
W
C
Conversion
(N
NWC); howevver, implemennting
all-ooptical FWC is
i very costlyy. Thus, PWC
C is proposed as a
cost--conscious altternative to FW
WC. In PWC,, there is a lim
mited
num
mber of Tunaable Wavelenngth Converteers (TWCs), and
conssequently som
me bursts cannnot be switched towards their
destiination, i.e., dropped,
d
whenn all converterrs are busy deespite
the availability
a
of free wavelenggth channels on
o the output fiber.
f

d
a better approx
ximation thann the
conssistency by deploying
Bern
noulli distribuution for the Poisson arriivals, whereass our
mod
del suffers froom a drawbackk that it only considers thee case
of ab
bsence of wavvelength conveersion capabillity in the nodee.
The
T aim of thhis paper is to present a new mathematical
mod
del that precluudes the drawbbacks of all prreviously presented
mod
dels while beinng very simplle in terms off the complexiity of
its equations. The
T
newly proposed model
m
studies the
perfformance of a core nodee in an OB
BS network while
w
pressuming that the node hhas either no
o, partial or full
wav
velength conversion capabiility. Also, th
he model does not
mak
ke any approxximations forr the distributtion of the trraffic
arriv
vals, yet it adopts
a
the Coontinuous-Tim
me Markov Chain
C
(CTMC) approacch while asssuming Poisso
on traffic arrrivals
whicch turns the model
m
to be coonsistent for an
ny traffic scennario.
Via the model, two perform
mance measu
ures are obtaained;
nam
mely, the steaddy state througghput and the average burstt loss
prob
bability. Furthhermore, from the results reached for the burst
loss probability, we
w get the opttimum values for the numbber of
wav
velength convverters that shhould be imp
plemented in each
nodee for differennt traffic scennarios in ordeer to give thee best
posssible perform
mance in term
ms of minimu
um burst droppping
prob
bability. Finallly, we comppare the resu
ults of our model
m
whicch adopts a DPIL
D
architectuure for implem
menting PWC
C with
the previous
p
modeel in [12] that assumes an SPL architecturre for
impllementing PW
WC inside the O
OBS core nod
de.

I PWC, TWC
In
Cs may be coonfigured as a single convverter
pooll for converteer sharing accross all fibeer lines, whicch is
referrred to as the Share-Per-Noode (SPN) arcchitecture [11]]. An
alterrnative architeecture allows separate
s
TWC
C banks per ouutput
fiberr and the corrresponding soolution is callled the Sharee-PerLinee (SPL) archittecture [12]. Although thee SPN architeecture
leadss to a better performance,
p
t complexitty of the switcching
the
matrrix is lower in the SPL archiitecture [11].

The
T remaindeer of this papper is organizzed as follow
ws. In
Secttion II, we present a detailed description
n for our propposed
mod
del. Section IIII is devoted for the numerrical results of
o the
deriv
ved perform
mance measurres from bo
oth the propposed
math
hematical moodel and sim
mulation. Finaally, we givee our
concclusion in Section IV.

A
Another
issue regarding waavelength convversion is whhether
theree is a speciified range of wavelengtths that a given
g
waveelength can be
b converted to. Such a TWC
T
is said to
t be
limitted-range. If there is noo tuning rangge limit thenn the
convverter is calledd full-range. The
T focus of thhe current papper is
on studying the performance
p
of an OBS corre node emplooying
PWC
C with full-rrange TWCs. The core node architecture
adoppted is illustraated in Fig. 1.. The node is equipped witth an
interrnally non-bloocking switchiing matrix andd has M inputt and
outpput fiber liness, w wavelenngth channels per fiber, annd u
TWC
Cs implementted at each onne of the inputt fiber lines, where
w
. It shouldd be noted thhat each TW
WC in the adoopted
archhitecture is deddicated to a ceertain wavelenngth channel from
the w available wavelength
w
chaannels on eacch input fiber line.
Thiss is going to be called Deedicated-Per-IInput-Line (D
DPIL)
archhitecture. In suuch architectuure, only u wavelengths froom a
totall of w wavellengths can be
b converted to any other free
waveelength, while the remainning w-u wavvelengths are nonconvvertible ones.
S
Several
paperrs appeared in the literatture studyingg the
perfo
formance of OBS
O
networkss. In [7], Yooo et al. modeel the
perfo
formance of ann OBS core node as an M/M
M/w/w queue.. The
draw
wback of that model
m
is that it assumes thaat the node alw
ways
has full wavelenngth conversioon capability. In [3], Shaalaby
propposed a more realistic model based onn EPA analyssis to
studyy the perform
mance of an OBS
O
core nodee having eitheer no,
partiial or full wavvelength convversion capabiility. In his model,
m
he assumes
a
Bernooulli distributiion as an apprroximation foor the
Poisson arrivals per time sloot. Our previious work inn [9]
outpperforms the Shalaby’s moodel in termss of the rangge of

Fig.1. OBS core node architectu
ure.
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II.

capaabilities (γ = 0 & 0 < γ < 1),, the free serveers are not alloowed
to be
b reserved by every incoming burstt, i.e., the server
s
acceessibility is reestricted someehow. For insstance, if the node
doess not have anyy wavelength conversion caapability, thenn each
inco
oming burst iss destined for a specific serrver that repreesents
the wavelength
w
onn which it arriives and it willl be blocked if
i this
speccific server is busy at the tiime of arrivall of the data burst,
b
i.e. the contentionn cannot be rresolved. Morreover, if the node
has partial waveleength conversion capability
y, then an incooming
bursst will be blockked if its ownn wavelength (server)
(
is busyy and
its wavelength
w
iss nonconvertibble which im
mplies that thee free
serv
vers (if any) inn this case are nnot accessiblee by this burst..

Modell Descriptioon

T section iss divided into three parts. Fiirst, we presennt the
This
assuumptions made on which our
o model is based. Seconnd, a
detaiiled state diaggram aided with
w a clear explanation
e
foor its
paraameters is inttroduced. Finaally, a steadyy-state analyssis is
carriied out to derivve the model equations.
e
A. M
Model assumpptions
W formulatee a Markovian model too characterizee the
We
perfo
formance of ann OBS core node.
n
This moodel is built under
u
the following
f
assuumptions:
•

•

•

We assuume that the destination output
o
port foor an
incomingg burst to thee OBS core node
n
is unifoormly
distributeed among all available outp
tput ports. Thuus, it
is sufficiient to model the behavior of a single ouutput
port insttead of consiidering all ouutput ports off the
node.

The
T M/M/w/w
w queue is alsso characterized by a maxiimum
num
mber of users inn the system eequal to w which can be jusstified
by the
t fact that there is no bbuffering capaability in the node
whicch is modeledd by a queue leength equal to zero.
The
T idea of hoow to imitate tthe limited serrver accessibillity in
the M/M/w/w
M
queeue is quoted ffrom an analog
gous idea to model
m
the customer im
mpatience in qqueueing theo
ory [10]. In such
queu
ues, where thee customers teend to join thee queue only if the
waitting time is shhort enough, tthe birth rate is state-depenndent,
i.e. it
i is contingennt on the num
mber of custom
mers in the system.
Likeewise, in the following
f
secttion, we are going
g
to modeel the
limited server acccessibility in tthe M/M/w/w
w queue by maaking
the birth rate reliiant on both tthe number of customers in the
systeem and the waavelength connversion capab
bility γ.

BS core nodee considered in our moddel is
Each OB
assumed to have the foollowing resouurces:
¾

A num
mber of w waavelengths avaailable to servve the
incom
ming burst arriivals.

¾

No fiber
fi
delay linnes, i.e. theree are no bufffering
capabbilities for conntention resollution in the OBS
nodess.

¾

A num
mber of waveelength converrters, each of them
can convert
c
the waavelength of the
t incoming burst
to anyy other free wavelength
w
frrom the set of
o the
availaable wavelenggths w whenevver a contentiion is
encouuntered by the arriving buurst. Typicallyy, the
set of
o available wavelengthss is denotedd by
while thhe node haas u
Λ
λ ,λ ,…,λ
0,1,2, … ,
.
wavellength conveerters where
This means that onnly u wavelenngths of Λ caan be
conveerted to any otther wavelenggth in the set, while
w
the reemaining w-u wavelengths are
a nonconverrtible
ones. We define the
t node connversion capabbility
. If γ = 0, this means thhat the node haas no
as
wavellength converrsion capabilitty, whereas iff γ =
1, thiss implies that it has full connversion capabbility.
If 0 < γ < 1, thee node has partial
p
waveleength
conveersion capabiliity.

B. State Diagram
m
In
I this part, we
w present thee state diagram
m representingg our
OBS
S network model.
m
We stuudy the OBS
S network inn two
diffeerent cases depending
d
on the availabillity of waveleength
conv
version capabbility in the noode. The firstt case is when the
nodee has no wavvelength convversion (γ = 0),
0 while the other
desccribes the network
n
whosse nodes arre equipped with
wav
velength conveerters (0 < γ ≤ 1).
•

Case (1)):

Fig.2a
F
presentts the state ddiagram of thee OBS netwoork in
casee of absence of
o wavelengthh conversion capability (γ = 0).
The notation usedd to label eachh state is baseed on the folloowing
0,1,2, , ), representts the
criteerion; a state k, where
nodee when it is currently servving exactly k bursts. It caan be
easilly noted thatt this state diiagram repressents a birth-death
proccess of the Markovian
M
moddel of an M/M
M/w/w queue with
adju
usted birth ratee. The limitedd server accesssibility is imiitated
by adjusting
a
the birth rate to bbe dependent on the numbber of
custtomers currenttly served by the node, i.e. the birth rate from
statee k to state k+11 is set to λ.
. This is sho
own as follows:

Incomingg bursts are assumed to arrive
a
at the node
accordingg to a Poissoon process wiith a mean arrrival
rate λ bursts/
b
burst time. The seervice time of
o an
incomingg burst is asssumed to havve an exponeential
distributiion with a meaan 1 time unit
u which is equal
e
to the aveerage durationn of the data burst.

Birth
h rate = arrivaal rate probbability that an
n arrival requeests a
free wavelength
w

U
Upon
the afoorementioned assumptions, we are goinng to
evaluuate the perfoormance of thee OBS node by
b modeling onne of
its output
o
ports as
a an M/M/w
w/w queue with
w
limited server
acceessibility. For that queue, thhere are w serrvers in the syystem
simuulating the avaailable w waveelengths in thee node.
T key idea is that the w servers are not fully accesssible
The
unless the node has full wavvelength convversion capabbility
1 , otherwisse, for the no and partial
p
conveersion

Fig.2a state diagrram for an OBS ccore node in case of
o absence of nodde
conversion caapability (γ = 0)
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1
2

1
∏
!

Fig.2b state diagram
d
for an OB
BS core node withh node conversionn
capability (0 < γ ≤ 1)

,
2
1
∏
!
After
A
evaluatiing the steaddy-state probaability
, wee can
find
d the two performance measures of ourr model. Firstt, the
stead
dy-state systeem throughpuut β, which is defined ass the
averrage number of successfullly served burrst arrivals byy the
nodee within a tiime interval eequal to the burst duratioon; is
calculated as:
∑

1

I addition, thhe death rate from
In
f
state k too state k-1 is set
s to
k.μ because
b
the raate of finishinng the servicee of a burst thhat is
curreently served by
b the node haas to be direcctly proportionnal to
the number
n
of bussy wavelengthhs in this state k.
•

,

1
∏
!

∑

1

Case (2):

F
Fig.2b
presentts the state diiagram of thee OBS networrk in
case of presence of
o wavelengthh conversion capability
c
(0 < γ ≤
1). The
T state diagrram in this case is similar to the previouss one
exceept for the birrth rate whichh will be depeendent on bothh the
num
mber of custom
mers currentlyy served by the node andd the
netw
work conversioon capability γ,
γ i.e., the birtth rate from sttate k
to sttate k+1 is seet to λ
. This can
c be justifieed as
folloows:

3
Next,
N
the avverage burst loss probabillity PB, whicch is
defin
ned as the proobability that a burst arrivaal is being bloocked
or drropped on thee average; can be derived alsso as follows:

Birthh rate = arrivaal rate

·

1

·

2

1

·
·

•

In addition, thhe death rate from state k to
t state k-1 iss also
set too k.μ.

1

B writing thee cut equationss for the state diagram in Fiig.2a,
By
an exxpression for the steady-staate probabilityy
in terms of
o
is obbtained as folloows:

1
!

∑

5

∑

·

1

1

· 1

·

1
,

1

,
2
1
∏
!
In
I the case of
o availability of waveleng
gth conversionn, the
stead
dy-state throuughput β cann be derived also accordinng to
equaation (3) whille substitutingg for the stead
dy-state probaability
fr
equation (5). Howeverr, the burst losss probability PB is
k from
calculated from thhe state diagraam in Fig.2b in conjunctionn with
d
of k in (5) as follows:
the definition
1

F
First,
we are going
g
to derivve the steady--state probabiilities
for thhe state diagraam presented in
i Fig.2a.

,

,

1
∏
!
1
∏
!

Case (1):

·

Case (2)):

In
I this case, the node is assumed to have waveleength
conv
version capability (0<γ≤1), and we can similarly
s
derivve the
stead
dy-state probaability
from
m Fig.2b.

C. M
Model Equatioons
I this part, mathematical
In
m
annalysis is carrried out in ordder to
evaluuate two perfformance meaasures from ouur model; nam
mely,
the steady-state
s
syystem throughhput β and the average burstt loss
probbability PB. We
W perform thhis analysis foor both previoously
preseented cases; thhe case of abssence of waveelength conveersion
(γ = 0) in additiion to the caase of presennce of waveleength
convversion (0 < γ ≤ 1). Finnally, we cheeck the backkward
comp
mpatibility of the model eqquations withh the conventtional
Erlanng-B formula..
•

4

1

·

2

I
Imposing
thee condition that the suum of all state
probbabilities equaals one, we caan easily obtaiin the value of
o
.
Thenn, substitutingg by
into (1),
( one can easily
e
evaluatee the
steaddy-state probaability
as foollows:

·

· 1

2

· 1

· 1
6

Turning
T
our focus
fo
to validaating the backw
ward compatiibility
of the
t
model, we
w compare the burst lo
oss probabilityy PB
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calcuulated from thhe proposed model
m
with thhat obtained using
u
the Erlang-B
E
form
mula in (7) forr the conventiional M/M/c/cc loss
systeem.
!
∑

mpatible with the Erlang-B formula in case of no andd full
comp
wav
velength conveersion.
III.

SIMULATTION AND RESU
ULTS

A simulation work is perfo
formed assumiing Poisson trraffic
arriv
vals to the noode in order tto validate ou
ur proposed model
m
resu
ults. In this woork, the throuughput is meaasured by couunting
the number
n
of burrst arrivals thaat are successfully served by
b the
nodee. Figure 3 shhows the steaddy-state throughput β versuus the
averrage traffic arrrivals λ at diffferent values of
o node conveersion
capaability γ preseenting both thee results of ou
ur proposed model
m
and that of simulaation assumingg a fixed bursst length of 500 time
unit and the avaiilability of 166 wavelengthss. Fixing the burst
leng
gth may be at the first glancce not conven
nient with the OBS
netw
work, but actuually it is com
mpelling when
n we fix the burst
leng
gth at the meaan of its Gausssian distribution [8]. This figure
f
reveeals the consisstency of our pproposed mod
del results withh that
of the
t simulationn for a very wide range of traffic arrrivals,
unlik
ke the previoous model prroposed by Shalaby
S
[3] thhat is
conssistent up to an average trraffic arrival rate of 0.1 buurst /
bursst time as reepresented byy the lower curve in Fig. 3.
Morreover, our proposed moddel takes into considerationn the
degrree of availabbility of wavvelength conv
version capabbility,
unlik
ke previous models [7] that adopt M/M/w/w model
m
assu
uming full wavvelength conversion capabillity.

7
!

T Erlang-B
The
B formula cannnot be usedd to find the loss
probbability for thee partial waveelength converrsion case beccause
it alw
ways assumess that all the c servers in thhe M/M/c/c model
m
are fully accesssible by anyy incoming customer arrrival.
How
wever, we cann employ the Erlang-B form
mula to derive the
loss probability in
i two casess; the full annd no waveleength
convversion. First,, in case of availability of
o full waveleength
convversion (γ=1),, one can calcculate the losss probability from
the Erlang-B
E
form
mula by simplyy putting the number
n
of servvers c
equaal to the num
mber of waveelengths w. Second, in casse of
abseence of waveleength conversiion, one can also use the ErllangB foormula to obtaain the loss probability by putting
p
the num
mber
of seervers c equaal to one whille replacing thhe original arrrival
. Thhis is justified by the fact thhat each one of
rate λ by
o the
w seervers availablle is accessiblee only by burssts incoming on
o its
, i.e. the
speccific wavelenggth which arrrive by a rate
M/M
M/w/w queue in
i case of no wavelength conversion caan be
replaaced by w similar M/M
M/1/1 queuess one for every
e
waveelength.

There
T
are two methods to soolve the conteention problem
m that
can be discussed using our propposed model; one of whichh is to
increease the numbber of availabble wavelength
hs, while the other
is to
o increase the conversion caapability in th
he node. In ordder to
mak
ke the comparrison between both techniqu
ues somewhatt fair,
Shallaby [3] has adopted
a
a certaain criterion th
hat is based on
o the
follo
owing equatioon:

C
Comparing
thhe loss probaability resultss reached viaa the
Erlanng-B formula in case of fulll and no waveelength conveersion
(γ=11 & γ=0) with that obtained from equationns (6) and (4)), one
can easily corrobborate that ouur proposed model
m
is backw
kward

Fig. 3. Steady-sstate throughput versus
v
average traaffic arrival rate foor both proposed model and simulaation at different vvalues for node conversion capability.
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2
1

8

w
a w
and
wherre wo is the innitial number of available wavelengths
is thhe number of wavelengths
w
u
used
at this vallue of γ. That is, if
we increase the node converssion capabilitty, this shoulld be
comp
mpensated byy decreasing the availaable numberr of
waveelengths and vice
v versa.
I Fig. 4, we plot the steaddy-state througghput β versuus the
In
averrage traffic arrrivals λ, takinng into accounnt the conditioon in
(8), to illustrate thhe tradeoff between increassing the numbber of
waveelengths and the
t degree of node
n
conversioon capability.
C
Comparing
thhe two techhniques, it is clear thatt the
effecctiveness of inncreasing the conversion capability is hiigher
at loow traffic arrivvals, while at high traffic arrrivals the incrrease
in thhe number of wavelengths
w
iss more effective in resolvinng the
conttention probleem. That is, there
t
is someehow an optim
mum
valuue of node connversion capabbility γopt corrresponding to each
valuue of average trraffic arrival rate
r λ.

Fig.
F 5. Burst loss probability versuus node conversio
on capability at diffferent
valu
ues of traffic arrivval rate and a connstraint on both th
he number of available
waavelengths and waavelength convertters.

Finally,
F
in Figg. 7, we comppare the burst loss probabiliity PB
calculated from our
o proposed model equatiions for the DPIL
D
arch
hitecture previously shown iin Fig. 1 with those calculatted in
[12] by Akar et. al. for the SP
PL architecturee. The compaarison
betw
ween the twoo models is hheld at differrent values of
o the
. It is clear
offered load per wavelength , where
from
m the figure that SPL aarchitecture outperforms
o
D
DPIL
arch
hitecture for light traffiic scenarios;; whereas DPIL
D
arch
hitecture is beetter than SPL
L architecture for heavier trraffic
load
ds. This can bee justified by the fact that SPL
S architectuure is
advaantageous oveer DPIL archittecture for lig
ght traffic scennarios
wheere there is a larger numbeer of free TW
WCs at each output
o
portt ready to be used by any incoming bu
urst suffering from
conttention on any
a
wavelenggth channel; while in DPIL
D
arch
hitecture, theree is a certain number of TW
WCs dedicateed for
speccific number of
o incoming w
wavelength chaannels.

I Fig. 5, the burst
In
b
loss proobability PB is plotted versuus the
nodee conversion capability γ at different values
v
of aveerage
trafffic arrival rate λ. It is obviouus that for eacch value of λ, there
is ann optimum vaalue of γ thatt provides a minimum
m
valuue of
burst loss probabiility at the nodde. In additionn, optimum vaalues
of noode conversioon capability decrease
d
with the increase of
o the
trafffic, which stannds with the reesults obtainedd from Fig. 4.
I
Intuitively,
we now targett the optimum
m values of node
convversion capabbility γopt for each value of average trraffic
arrivval rate λ. Thiis relation is illustrated in Fig.
F 6; from which
w
we can
c conclude that
t
when thee traffic arrivals goes higherr, the
needd for wavelenggth converterss diminishes, while
w
adding more
m
waveelength convverters is a more convenient contenntion
resollution techniqque at low valuues of averagee traffic arrival rate
λ.

Fig.. 6. Optimum valuues of node convversion capability versus average trraffic
arrival rate preseerving a constrainnt on both the number of availablee
waavelengths and waavelength converrters.

Fig. 4. Steady--state throughput versus average trraffic arrival rate for
diffeerent values of node conversion caapability and a connstraint on the nuumber
a wavelength converters.
c
of availabble wavelengths and
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1 pp.
2019–2037, Decc. 2000.
[7] M. Yoo, C. Qiiao, and S. Dixiit, “QoS perform
mance of opticall burst
switching in IP-over-WDM netw
works,” IEEE J. Sel. Areas Com
mmun.,
vol. 18, no. 10, pp.
p 2062–2071, O
Oct. 2000.
[8] X. Yu, J. Li, X.
X Cao, Y. Chenn and C. Qiao, “Traffic statisticcs and
performance evaaluation in opticaal burst switched
d networks,” J. Lightw.
L
Technol., vol. 222, no. 12, pp. 27222-2738, Dec. 200
04.
[9] M. H. S. Morssy, M. Y. S. Soowailem and H. M. H. Shalabyy, “An
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O
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EE Globecom Prroceedings, Dec. 2008,
New Orleans, LA
A USA.
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ueueing Theory, Wiley,
W
New York, 19988.
[11] V. Eramo, M. Listanti,
L
and P. Pacifici, “A com
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wavelength convverters number neeeded in synchronous and asynchrronous
all-optical switcching architecturees,” IEEE J. Lig
ghtwave Technoll., vol.
21, no. 2, pp. 3440–355, 2003.
[12] N. Akar, E. Karrasan and K. Doogan, “Wavelengtth converter sharring in
asynchronous opptical packet/bursst switching: an exact
e
blocking annalysis
for Markovian arrivals,”
a
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mmun.,
vol.24, no. 12, pp.
p 69-80, Dec. 20006.

F 7. Burst loss probability versus node conversionn capability at diffferent
Fig.
valuees of the offered looad per wavelenggth for both DPIL and SPL architecctures.

IV.

CONCLUSION
O

A new simplee mathematicaal model has been proposeed to
studyy the perform
mance of inteermediate nodde of optical burst
switcching networrks. Our proposed modeel evaluates two
perfo
formance meassures of OBS core nodes; namely,
n
the steeadystatee throughput and the burrst loss probaability. Numeerical
resullts are presentted at differennt values of network
n
trafficc and
varioous network parameters. Based
B
on the presented results,
one can come up with
w the follow
wing conclusioons:
•

•
•

In spite of the simpliccity of the prroposed model, it
provides accurate resuults when compared
c
to the
simulation in addition to strong conssistency for a very
wide range of traffic arrival
a
rates, which meetss the
nowadays high traffic deemands.
mulates the reeal case wheree full
Our proposed model sim
n applicablee due
wavelengthh conversion capability is not
to its unafffordable cost.
Results off our model reveal that adding waveleength
converters is effective inn case of low
w traffic introdduced
to the nodde, while adding more wavvelengths to node
resources is the bettter choice for
f
resolving the
contention problem in caase of high traaffic arrivals.

O
Optimum
valuues for node coonversion cappability obtainned in
the results
r
providee suitable designing points for
f different values
of traffic arrivals leading
l
to minnimum burst looss probabilityy.
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